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FOREWORD
Ranking third in the world,
behind only the USA and
China, the UK is a big
player in the aerospace
industry. Here in the
Oxford-Cambridge Arc,
there is world-class
capability and a tradition
of deep collaboration.
Over the last 50 years we have introduced an
aerospace and aviation sector that has brought travel
to the masses. It has opened up the world’s economy.
Now we are facing new challenges. This report will
show our readiness to respond.

Each individual university in the Arc is impressive on
its own, but it’s by working together that we will make
real progress. This report shows how we can blend
these capabilities into one and re-imagine the future
of aviation to meet the carbon neutral targets set by
Government for 2050.
In the future, we will see new smaller aircraft, electric
aircraft, hydrogen fuel cell aircraft. We will see air taxis
travelling from one part of the region to another part
of the region. But we will also see the development
of new sustainable aviation fuel solutions for large
commercial air transport aircraft.
The report marks the beginning of an exciting journey
for the Arc Universities. We hope that you will share our
optimism about the future of zero carbon flight. The
universities can play a great part in helping us get there.
It will take ingenuity, vision, hard graft and investment.
We look forward to getting there together.

Aviation is on the cusp of a new technological
revolution. The new emphasis is on the environment;
on new technologies, new materials, autonomy, new
energy sources, electric aircraft, hydrogen fuel cell
aircraft, and sustainable aviation fuel.

Professor Iain Gray CBE FRENG
Director of Aerospace, Cranfield University

With thanks to Dr Dimitrios Panagiotakopoulos, to colleagues from the
universities of the Oxford-Cambridge Arc and to the Local Enterprise
Partnerships, and the many who have helped with this report.
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AIMS

1	
To illustrate the expertise in aviation teaching,
innovation, and research across the
universities within the Arc.
2

To explore how the aviation R&D capability
in the Arc could advance the environmental
challenges laid down to aviation by
Government and industry.

3

To understand the potential to realise
collective gain for the region, by working
more closely together.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. TO
 MAKE BETTER USE OF
EXISTING CAPABILITIES AND
FACILITIES TO ENABLE A
MORE FULLY UTILISED
ZERO CARBON AVIATION
RESEARCH SUPPLY CHAIN

The complementary capabilities across the universities
in the Arc offer a unique opportunity to improve and
transform the overall air transport system, accelerating
the development of hybrid and fully electric aircraft,
and enabling new air mobility solutions.
Each university has significant strengths in particular
and specialist areas addressing individual challenges
of the carbon neutral aviation and aerospace future
advanced systems.

2. TO DEVELOP AND AGREE AN
ARC ZERO CARBON AVIATION
COLLABORATION STRATEGY

In order to foster, develop, and nurture the sharing
of research expertise and innovation knowledge, a
joint strategic Zero Carbon Aviation Collaboration
Strategy should be developed across the Arc. This
could define a collaborative action plan to develop
transformative technologies that can tackle the
aviation decarbonisation challenge.

3.TO ENCOURAGE THE
SETTING UP OF A UK
ZERO CARBON AIRPORT
AND AVIATION CENTRE

This would be a high profile project around which
interested universities can collaborate, and where
concepts, solutions, and products can be developed
and tested in a real-life environment.

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP
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The Arc was the birthplace
of the Royal Flying Corps,
the forerunner to the RAF.

The Arc has an aviation
and aerospace technological
underpinning that is unique in
the UK.
This will be at the forefront
of the UK’s aviation role in
reducing carbon emissions
and working to a carbon
zero economy.

Proliferation of RAF bases enabled
the development of enterprise zones
and innovation parks, including
Cranfield University – and its unique
Global Research Airport.

The Arc offers a gateway
to the R&D capability across
the UK via the UK Aerospace
Research Consortium.

New activity includes £65m
Digital Aviation Research and
Technology Centre and Aviation
Technology Enterprise Zone.

Arc-based companies lead
industry consortium and Government
programmes to reduce
carbon in flight.

Applying R&D expertise and developing
manufacturing capacity offers prospects
of a world-leading position in developing
medium-scale electric aircraft.

At the heart will be the UK’s Zero Carbon
Airport and Aviation Centre, supporting
the development of a mature supply chain
to scale innovation and the UK’s most
sustainable airport, London Luton.
The UK aerospace industry
supports 120,000 highly skilled
jobs and has an annual turnover
of £35bn.
It is the third largest aviation
sector in the world, behind only
the US and China.
The UK will be recognised
as a world-leader in
sustainable aviation
products, skills, and markets
worth over £500bn.

Two significant challenges face
the industry:
• New global partnerships and
regulation following EU Exit
• Threat to sector as we respond
to lockdown travel restrictions
and economic shock.
Source: Economic Prospectus for the Oxford-Cambridge Arc, 2020
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AIMS

There are major challenges in:
1

 haring research knowledge and facilities,
S
especially the research data, hardware
infrastructure, and open resources.

2	
Collaborative research crossing different
institutes to build up high impact research
projects which fully use the specialised facilities
without overlap.
3	
Transferring research outcomes to usable
applications and products or to suitable
SMEs for production.
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BACKGROUND

The aerospace industry plays an important role in
the UK economy, supporting 120,000 highly skilled
jobs, and with an annual turnover of £35bn with a
healthy export market. The UK supplies half of the
large jet engines for widebody aircraft, almost all
the wings for Airbus aircraft, and a diverse variety of
complex aircraft systems.
The Oxford-Cambridge Arc is one of the most
dynamic and innovative regions in the world,
contributing c. £110 billion in GVA to the UK
economy. Aviation is of critical importance to the
region, particularly with the emergence of entirely
new aviation markets in the sub-regional and urban
environments that will connect cities with no direct
rail links more efficiently.
Within the Arc region, there is a good network of
aerospace companies, including Airbus Space and
Defence and MBDA in Stevenage, Hybrid Air Vehicles
and Aircraft Research Association in Bedford,
Cranfield Aerospace Solutions, Marshall Aerospace in
Cambridge, and Lockheed Martin in Ampthill.
As well as airports in Oxford and Cambridge, the Arc
is home to London Luton airport, with Heathrow on
its doorstep.
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The National Infrastructure Commission’s 2016 report
projected that, by building on the Arc’s strengths in
science, technology, and innovation, it can become a
powerhouse of knowledge-intensive industries.
At the heart of this ambitious goal is the
decarbonisation of the economy, with Air Transport,
Aviation and Aerospace leading the way (see Figure 2
on page 17).
The universities in the Arc are major contributors
to national and regional innovation. Together the
institutions have a combined turnover of £5 billion and
contribute c. £13 billion to the UK economy each year,
with an annual research income of £2 billion.

London Luton Airport, in.
the heart of the Arc, is the.
UK’s fifth largest airport..
A number of major travel.
companies operate from.
Luton, including.Easyjet.
and TUI Travel..
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FLIGHT
IN 2050

The UK will be recognised as a
world leader in sustainable aviation
products, skills, and markets worth
over £500bn.

Aston Martin’s Volante Vision concept launched at the Farnborough Air Show 2019

Journey times will be slashed
as people and goods move
seamlessly in and out of cities in
zero-carbon hydrogen-powered
aircraft and electrical vertical
take-off and landing vehicles.
Drones will optimise the operation
of emergency services. They will
also save lives by replacing risky
practices in the inspection of
infrastructure, such as bridges,
buildings, and cell towers will be
the norm.
Drones will revolutionise access
to data through detailed and
accurate aerial surveys.
Electric air vehicles will be used
for emergency and blue light
services and major logistics.
Autonomous electric cars will be
the norm, with shared use and
minimum road congestion.
Everyone will have access to
affordable air vehicles that are
electric, autonomous, safe, and
able to operate in congested urban
environments and beyond.
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Air mobility will be provided as a
‘pay-for-service’. There will be a
shift away from personally-owned
modes of transport, ensuring that
vehicles are fully utilised through a
unified gateway that will create and
manage the trip, which users can
pay for with a single account.

Applying the R&D expertise in
a concerted way will enable the
UK to establish a world-leading
position in the development and
manufacturing of medium-scale
electric aircraft.
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CHALLENGES
The ATI Tech Strategy has identified five areas that
need to be addressed in order to succeed:
•	Future Vehicles – Optimised end-to-end simulation
and modelling tools and processes for aircraft design
analysis, development, and certification, to deliver
future sustainable commercial aircraft more rapidly
and efficiently; and lead the way for sustainable air
vehicles for urban and regional markets.
•	Propulsion and Power – Advanced and efficient
aircraft propulsion and power systems that
reduce environmental impact, including the next
generation of low emission ultra-high bypass ratio
(UHBR) turbofan engines, hybrid gas turbine/
electric propulsion systems, all-electric battery, and
propulsion systems based on synthetic fuels
and hydrogen.
•	Aircraft Systems – Optimised current and emerging
high-value aircraft systems and equipment (such as
landing gear and fuel systems, avionics and flight
control and electrical systems), by implementing
smart connectivity, data systems, and autonomous
methods for efficiency and safety.

©Airbus 2020

•	Aerostructures – Enhanced end-to-end complex
multi-functional aerostructure (e.g. wings, nacelles,
empennages and fuselages) design, integration,
manufacture and assembly to accelerate up-take
of future lightweight, digitally-enabled, integrated
structures, and design of the next generation smart
assembly processes and tools.
•	Cross-cutting enablers – Forward-looking crosscutting technological enablers such as advanced
materials that reduce content of rare earth elements,
manufacturing and assembly that generate less
waste and are more scalable, as well as through-life
engineering technologies.

The Oxford to Cambridge Arc is able to access.
a national capability via the Aerospace Research.
consortium (UK–ARC). Cranfield University and.
the University of Cambridge are amongst.
the member universities..

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP
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WHAT IS THE CAPABILITY WITHIN
OUR UNIVERSITIES?
FUTURE VEHICLES.
A key area of research across the Arc Universities
involves intelligent, autonomous, electric, and silent
air vehicles. This relies on the availability of
end-to-end aircraft design analysis, development,
and certification capability.
Cranfield University’s (CU) Aerospace Integration
Research Centre (AIRC) and Centre for Autonomous
and Cyber Physical Systems (CACPS) focus on
integration, where new vehicle technologies are rapidly
developed and tested for current and future aircraft
and airspace concepts. This includes the Aston Martin
Volante vertical take-off and landing vehicle.
Cranfield Aerospace Solutions (CAeS) is renowned for
its whole aircraft concept design capabilities and very
broad ranging approvals for aircraft modifications as
an EASA/CAA aircraft Design Organisation (DOA)
and Production Organisation (POA).

Oxford Brookes’ Cognitive Robotics Group
combines several areas of research, including
wheel torque control, computer vision, and gesture
recognition to develop autonomous and intelligent
transport systems and vehicles that can think and
react to visual and audio commands, as well as
what is happening in their surroundings.
At the University of Oxford, Oxford Robotics Institute
(ORI) has a world-leading reputation in large-scale,
mobile autonomy. The integrated team covers a
wide range of topics: from flying to grasping, from
inspection to running, from haptics to driving;
machine learning and AI, computer vision, fabrication,
multispectral sensing, perception and systems
engineering.
Cambridge University’s Silent Aircraft Initiative
aims to produce a concept aircraft design that
would be so quiet it would be imperceptible in
the urban environments around airports. This will
be enabled through the combination of novel
technologies, a new engine configuration, improved
airframe integration, new operational procedures, and
advanced component design.

©Airbus 2020
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The Whittle Lab open day

PROPULSION AND POWER.
Decarbonising aviation needs advanced and efficient
aircraft propulsion and power systems that lower
environmental impact, including the next generation
of turbofan, turboprop and turboshaft engines, and
working towards all-electric battery and fuel cell
propulsion systems.
The Whittle Laboratory, at the University of
Cambridge, has a wide range of high and lowspeed facilities, rapid test capabilities and
computational methods, that are used to to
determine the underlying physical mechanisms
affecting turbomachinery performance. Research
from the Whittle Lab will now be found transferred
into products by the likes of Rolls-Royce, Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries, Siemens, and Dyson.
Cranfield’s Centre for Propulsion Engineering includes
bespoke multi-fidelity methods, tools and facilities to
analyse and test a wide range of propulsion systems
(hydrogen, hybrid, electric, VTOL and VSTOL and gas
turbine propulsion) including models for propulsion
system components, whole powerplant, general
arrangement and weight estimation, emissions, lifing,
economics and integration. Cranfield University
supported ZeroAvia in achieving the world’s first
hydrogen fuel cell powered flight of a commercialgrade aircraft. The support also came from Cranfield
Aerospace Solutions in achieving certification from the
Civil Aviation Authority for the aircraft.
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The Oxford Thermofluids Institute houses some of
the UK’s most advanced turbine test facilities (e.g. the
Engine Component Aero Thermal and Oxford
Turbine Research Facility) which are used to research
jet engine hot stage performance. The challenges
addressed include aerothermal optimisation (e.g. novel
turbine cooling systems) engine component validation
to accelerate the engine design process. This approach
enabled the Boeing 787 Dreamliner’s engine to deliver
significant fuel savings, leading to a reduction in CO2
emissions of several millions kilograms up to 2014.
The Solid Mechanics Group at Oxford University is
highly active researching materials for aerospace especially propulsion systems - and has world-leading
academics in nickel superalloys (used in the turbine
stage), fast fracture (relevant to fan containment),
fretting (applicable to turbomachinery components),
and computational modelling of the deformation and
failure processes of engineering materials (key to lifting
engine parts).

AEROSTRUCTURES .
The University of Cambridge’s research on aerospace
materials includes the design of new steels for
stronger shafts and more wear resistant bearings,
the optimisation of high strength titanium alloys for
numerous airframe applications, and the continued
development of composite materials.
Cranfield University’s AIRC’s 1,500 sqm Open
Laboratory provides an end-to-end complex
multi-functional aerostructure design, integration,
manufacture and assembly (e.g. of most efficient
wings and other high-value structures) to accelerate
up-take of future integrated structures and design of
the next generation smart assembly processes and
tools, particularly for Airbus and Rolls-Royce.

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP

The Solid Mechanics Group at the University of
Oxford is highly involved in the solutions offered by
new materials for more sustainable and lower carbon
flights.
The Open University’s Materials Engineering Group
has developed the Contour Method of residual stress
measurement for complex structures to map stresses
in safety-critical aerospace components (including for
Rolls-Royce, Airbus, ATT, Premium Aerotec, Safran, and
Bombardier).
The University of Northampton’s Advanced
Technologies Research Group works on Acoustic
Emission and Vibration analysis and testing, and Nondestructive testing (NDT), as well as supporting the
research on manufacturing and assembly processes
that generate less waste and are more scalable.
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AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS.
The University of Bedfordshire’s Centre for
Mechanical Engineering and Energy Technology
focuses on areas such as advanced control and
monitoring, computing networking with applications
in fuel cells, and combustion engines.
These solutions accelerate smart connectivity and
data systems and advance autonomous systems for
efficiency and safety. Specific projects have included
powertrain development for unmanned aerial systems
(e.g. piston engine, rotary engine and fuel cell) that
enable optimised high-value aircraft systems and
equipment. The University has carried out work for
Heathrow Airport in air-traffic control to increase the
accuracy and reliability of conflict resolution alerts.
Airbus ZEROe concept

The infrastructure around Cranfield’s Global Research
Airport enables the definition and delivery of the
aircraft, airport, and airspace management of the
future. The facilities enable blue-sky research concepts
that can then be built and tested and put into practice
in physical flight demonstrations. Using the airport,
these ideas can be taken from concept, through
to prototyping, and be tested to work in a real-life
envinroment on the ground and in the air.
The themes of Information, Control and Vision are of
interest to several research groups at the University
of Oxford. The Machine Learning Group’s research in
condition monitoring has underpinned the real-time
monitoring of engines by Rolls-Royce. Research in
Battery Management Systems (BMS) is underpinning
applications in mobility and low carbon energy systems.

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP
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CROSS-CUTTING ENABLERS.
The work undertaken by the University of Bedfordshire’s
Centre for Sensing, Signals and Wireless Technology
on signal, image, video and 3D video processing,
imaging sensor technologies, antennas and
propagation, efficiency modulation and coding, and
short-range wireless links are important forward-looking
cross-cutting technological enablers that support smart
connectivity and data systems into the other themes.
Buckinghamshire New University provides pilot training
as part of a degree as well as focusing on airline and
airport management, and governance, regulation, and
law. Their research ensures that socio-economic and
operational assessments of innovative and disruptive
technologies in aviation, as well as their practical and
operational testing, take place at an early stage and
are updated periodically to help stakeholders better
understand their full implications.
Anglia Ruskin University’s Future Cities Research
Group mainly focuses on cross-cutting enablers to the
aviation work being done in the Arc, including smart
cities, autonomous and intelligent systems for aviation/
space applications, and digital signal processing for
space applications.

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP

The University of Oxford is a major centre of
battery research involving many departments: the
scope includes new chemistries, new materials,
new devices, and the application of devices in
systems, with many of the Professors working with
the Faraday Institute. Within the Department of
Computer Science, major research themes include
security, automated verification for software and
hardware, human centred computing, and cyberphysical systems focusing on intelligent autonomous
sensor systems and including the Internet of Things
(IoT). The Oxford Internet Institute’s research
includes the Digital Ethics Laboratory.
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ACHIEVING CARBON-NEUTRAL
AVIATION IN THE OXFORDCAMBRIDGE ARC
The UK is aligned to the EU’s ambitious climate policy
that aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40%
by 2030 compared to 1990 levels, and to be climateneutral by 2050, i.e. transform its economy to a netzero greenhouse gas emissions zone (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Path to Net-Zero (source: Sustainable Aviation)

Aviation has a crucial role to play.in reducing carbon.
emissions, and.with the help of new technologies,.
renewable fuels, and our continued.international.
cooperation… we’ll.be able to strike that balance..
Rt. Honorable Grant Shapps MP.

Secretary of State for Transport.
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The UK aviation industry has pledged to cut its net
carbon emissions to zero by 2050 – despite still planning
for 70% more flights over the next three decades.

More energy-efficient aircraft

Alternative to
kerosene with lower
net carbon impact

Optimising flight
operations

More sustainable
through-life
engineering services

More sustainable
manufacturing

Optimising ground operations
Figure 2: Decarbonising Aviation (source: ATI)

Decarbonising air travel goes beyond the aviation
industry itself, as airports will be major energy
production and storage centres, as well as being
major energy consumers and the transporters of
people and goods in and out of the airport. They will
need to interact more with their local decarbonised
energy systems, and if developed together, will
accelerate the decarbonisation of the wider UK

economy. This will involve the development of
policy, regulation and economics in conjunction with
technological developments to ensure markets evolve
for the new technologies. There are some large-scale
demonstrators and models in the Arc that could be
applied to both aviation and airports as well activities
at The Energy Systems Accelerator (TESA), the
University of Oxford.

The UK is well positioned to become one of.
the leaders in the green technologies of the.
future, including sustainable aviation fuels.
and electric flight, creating highly-skilled and.
well-paid jobs in the process, and we look.
forward to working in partnership with.
Ministers to help realise these opportunities..
Neil Robinson,

Chair of Sustainable Aviation.
ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP
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ELECTRIC FLIGHT –.
TED FRESSON PROJECT.
CLOSER THAN WE THINK.
The project is named in tribute to Ted Fresson,
pioneering Scottish aviator responsible for introducing
Island-hopping commercial air travel to the Scottish
Highlands and Islands.
The £18m project aims to refit a nine-seat twin-engine
Britten-Norman Islander with an electric propulsion
system, 50% funded by the consortium and 50% by the
UK Government’s Aerospace Technology Institute (ATI).
Consortium Partners:

Britten Norman is providing the airframe; RollsRoyce will provide the critical power management
design and implementation; Delta Motor Sport will
supply the battery pack; Dennis Ferranti, the electric
motors; and Warwick Manufacturing Group will do
the battery testing.

Leading the green.
aerospace revolution.

In addition to battery-power, CAeS* is also looking at
the potential of fuel cells which would have 100% zero
carbon emissions.
Scottish regional airline, Loganair, which plans to
introduce the electric version of the Islander on
its shortest ‘island-hopping routes’ in the Orkney
Islands. There are also plans to apply the technology
to other aircraft, such as de Havilland Canada/Viking
Air Twin Otter.

“We are able to perform a.critical role as an early.
stage new aircraft.integrator, working with.
aerospace partners, to.enable the UK to lead
the.green aerospace.revolution..
Paul Hutton, CEO,

*Cranfield Aerospace Solutions Limited (CAeS)

*Cranfield Aerospace Solutions Limited (CAeS) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Cranfield University, focusing on rapid prototyping of new aerospace
concepts, and modifications to existing aerospace platforms, to meet the most challenging issues facing the industry today.
https://www.cranfieldaerospace.com

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP
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WHAT ARE THE CAPABILITIES
ACROSS THE AUG?

THERMOFLUIDS
INSTITUTE.
Turbine Research Facility Group,
Particle Deposition Group,
Hypersonics Group, gas turbine,
rotor, heat transfer facilities. The
Energy Systems Accelerator,
TESA, developing net zero-carbon
energy systems.

SCHOOL OF AVIATION
AND SECURITY.
Pilot Degrees, Airlines and Airport
Management, Governance,
Regulation and Law, Protective
Security and Intelligence.

GLOBAL RESEARCH
AIRPORT.
Aerospace Integration Research
Centre, Cranfield Aerospace
Solutions, Digital Aviation
Research and Technology Centre.
MEMBER OF UK-ARC

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP

SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING,
COMPUTING AND
MATHEMATICS.
Simulation , Modelling and
Systems Integration, Cognitive
Robotics, Vehicle Dynamics.

ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES
RESEARCH.GROUP.
Acoustic Emission and
Vibration analysis and testing,
Non-destructive testing.

INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH
IN APPLIED COMPUTING.

CENTRE FOR INTELLIGENT
SUPPLY CHAINS.

Centre for Mechanical Engineering
and Energy Technology, Centre
for Robotics and Smart
Information Systems Studies.

Supply chain digitalisation and
decarbonisation, future cities
research network, smart transport
and logistics, machine learning
and predictive analysis.

SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING
AND INNOVATION.
Residual Stress Measurement,
Diffusion Bonding, Laminated
Object Manufacturing and
Sustainable Design Concepts.

THE WHITTLE
LABORATORY
Thermo-fluids and
turbomachinery engineering.
computational simulation and
experimental measurement to
understand the complex flows
found in turbomachines.
MEMBER OF UK-ARC
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UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.
OXFORD THERMOFLUIDS.
INSTITUTE.
Capabilities include aerothermal research facilities
for gas turbines and hypersonic flow with associated
research groups equipped with computer numerical
control (CNC) machine tools and instrumentation labs.
These include turbine test facilities (e.g. Low and High
Density Tunnels, Engine Component Aero Thermal
[ECAT] and Oxford Turbine Research
Facility [OTRF]). The Institute is a founding member
of the National Wind Tunnel Facility and the
Resilience Particle Deposition Group. Research at
the Oxford Thermofluids Institute has produced an
innovative method for measuring the capacity of jet
engine turbines, resulting in a reduction in engine
development times. This has helped Rolls-Royce to
accelerate development of its Trent family of engines,
enabling the company to deliver a new generation
of cleaner, cheaper-to-run engines at lower cost. The
group is also at the forefront of the development
of computational methods (Computational Fluid
Dynamics and Machine Learning) for improved aircraft
propulsion systems and houses two computer clusters.

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP

OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY.
COGNITIVE ROBOTICS GROUP.
Relevant engineering expertise includes vehicle
dynamics and high performance engineering (mostly
applied to motorsports, but also applicable to aviation).
The Cognitive Robotics Group conducts research
in intelligent transport systems and multi-sensor
fusion for simultaneous localisation and mapping on
autonomous vehicles. The University also conducts
applied research in the area of engine design,
performance evaluation, testing and measurement and
simulation of engines, and vehicle powertrain.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHAMPTON.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES.
RESEARCH GROUP.
Research interests in areas such as Acoustic Emission
and Vibration analysis and testing, networking and
robotics, and Non-destructive testing (NDT), act as
cross-cutting enablers to the rest of the more specific
aviation research. This is enhanced by the work being
done by the Environment Research Group (ERG)
that provides oversight on the need for sustainable
solutions across the supply chain, to reduce the
content of rare earth elements in advanced materials,
simulation of engines, and vehicle powertrain.
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
NEW UNIVERSITY.
THE SCHOOL OF AVIATION.
AND SECURITY (SAS).
The school offers pilot training as part of degree
courses, focusing on airline and airport management,
governance, regulation, and law. They specialise in
aviation skills development and conduct research into
security and resilience, including business continuity,
protective security and intelligence, providing
transferable expertise into the end-to-end aviation
supply chain.
The research work has focused on socio-economic
impact assessments of proposed aviation policy and
industry changes, air connectivity and competitiveness
analyses between world regions (with focus on
Europe), airline-airport relationship developments and
airline ancillary revenue developments, secondary and
regional airport strategies to securing additional air
services (particularly with LCCs), which in turn helps to
reduce air service concentration and congestion levels.
Finally, SAS delivers training programmes and advisory
services to aviation managers in the field of airline and
airport management.

CRANFIELD UNIVERSITY.
GLOBAL RESEARCH AIRPORT.
AND CRANFIELD AEROSPACE.
SOLUTIONS.
The infrastructure around Cranfield’s Global Research
Airport enables the definition and delivery of the
aircraft, airport, and airspace management of the future.
Leveraging its expertise in propulsion, aeronautical
engineering, intelligent automation, autonomous
systems, and computational engineering, the University
supports the future aviation ecosystem. The facilities
allow the generation of blue-sky research concepts
that can then be built and tested and put into practice
in physical flight demonstrations. Using the airport,
these ideas can be taken from concept, through to
prototyping and be tested to work on the ground and
in the air. Facilities such as the AIRC, the Centre for
Aeronautics, the CACPS and the Centre for Propulsion
Engineering, allow the preparation of solutions
throughout the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scale.
Cranfield Aerospace Solutions (CAeS) is renowned
for its whole aircraft concept design capabilities and
broad ranging approvals for aircraft modifications as
an EASA/CAA aircraft Design Organisation (DOA)
and Production Organisation (POA). Together with its
wholly-owned CAA/EASA approved aircraft design
and production organisation subsidiary, CAeS, Cranfield
University partners with Aston Martin and Rolls-Royce in
the Volante Vision Concept autonomous hybrid-electric
Vertical Take-off and Landing (VTOL) vehicle.
The infrastructure around Cranfield’s Global Research
Airport includes stress engineering, residual stress
measurement, microstructural damage characterisation,
structural integrity, diffusion bonding and brazing,
additive manufacture, high temperature testing with
digital image correlation. Additionally, aircraft design
for manufacture and assembly, product lifecycle
management, computer aided design.

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP
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Laminated object manufacturing.
Diffusion bonded jet engine heat exchanger.

UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE.
THE CENTRE FOR MECHANICAL.
ENGINEERING AND ENERGY.
TECHNOLOGY.
Research areas include thermodynamics, thermofluids,
heat transfer, combustion, advanced control and
monitoring, computing networking with applications
in fuel cells, combustion engines, and other low carbon
or non-carbon energy systems including various
renewable energies.
Specific projects have included powertrain
development for unmanned aerial systems (e.g. piston
engine, rotary engine and fuel cell).
Research is being conducted into new combustion
system development and bio-fuel combustion for jet
engines, and although most works are conducted
by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation,
experimental investigations are also pursued in
partnership with international partners.
Work has also been carried out in air-traffic control
management with the developed technology
improving the Heathrow air traffic in terms of accuracy
and reliability of conflict resolution alerts.

THE OPEN UNIVERSITY (OU).
RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT,
DIFFUSION BONDING & ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
Based in the School of Engineering & Innovation,
StressMap is the measurement services business unit
of The Open University (OU), with leading expertise
in a range of residual stress measurement techniques
including the contour method, X-ray diffraction and hole
drilling. StressMap has supported the development and
optimisation of manufacturing technologies including
laser additive manufacturing and friction welding
processes used by the aerospace sector. For example,
the OU has carried out residual stress measurements
on complex aerospace components, as well as mapping
the stresses in safety critical aeroengine parts, for
Rolls-Royce, Airbus, Safran and Bombardier.
The OU has state-of-the-art diffusion bonding and
laminated object manufacturing (LOM) facilities which
are unique among UK universities. Projects on diffusion
bonding have contributed to the development,
reliability, productivity and even the fabrication of
actual components for international institutions and
businesses; e.g. in the UK (compact heat exchangers for
jet engines, ultra-high speed rotors for satellites, parts
for F1 racing cars), Japan (electric vehicles) and USA
(systems for vaccine sterilisers).
The School of Engineering & Innovation also offers
advice on additive manufacturing (AM) of aircraft
structural components and the assessment of
alternative design and manufacturing concepts
against cost and sustainability criteria.

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP
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ANGLIA RUSKIN.
UNIVERSITY (ARU).
CENTRE FOR INTELLIGENT .
SUPPLY CHAINS .
Specialising in disruptive technologies and data
analytics, the Centre for Intelligent Supply Chains,
funded by Innovate UK and Hexcel Composites Ltd,
brings industry and academia together to enable
organisations to improve their strategic decision
making through the intelligent use of data, resulting
in improved competitiveness, growth and efficiency.
Core expertise includes machine learning, data mining,
sustainability and the circular economy, multicriteria
decision making, sustainable supply chains, modelling
and simulation, and business process management.
The Centre reviews and proposes airline business
models to improve the productivity of the business
processes, in order to achieve environmental and
economic sustainability. Supply chain optimisation
models and big data-driven multi-criteria decision
making can be applied to the modelling of
decarbonisation of the UK aviation industry, and to
achieve better air traffic management and operational
procedures. The Centre is currently working with
Felixstowe Port to improve the utilisation of rail
transport from the port to inland destinations;
implementing a big data-driven optimisation tool, the
team aims to improve the forecasting accuracy and the
environmental efficiency at container ports.
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UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.
WHITTLE LABORATORY .
The Whittle Laboratory is one of the world’s leading
centres for research into propulsion for flight and
land-based power. Its research is industrially focused,
partnering for over 50 years with Rolls-Royce,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and Siemens, and for eight
years with Dyson. It has become the world’s most
academically successful laboratory in the field, winning
in excess of 100 international awards. In 2001 RollsRoyce and the University of Cambridge formed the Gas
Turbine Partnership. Its remit is to provide an integrated
approach to the fluid mechanics and thermodynamics
of gas turbines, compression and other systems critical
to Rolls-Royce, by linking research in the areas of
turbomachinery, aerodynamics, noise and vibration,
combustion, heat transfer, and advanced cycles.
In 2013, EPSRC funded the Centre of Doctoral Training
in Gas Turbine Aerodynamics (later to become the
Centre of Doctoral Training in Future Propulsion and
Power), a partnership between three universities
(Cambridge, Oxford and Loughborough) and four
industries (Rolls-Royce, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,
Siemens, and Dyson) with the aim of training the
future leaders in the field. The Whittle Laboratory
has pioneered the Rapid Technology Development
process. Based on this, in 2018, the Aerospace
Technology Institute funded the UK National Centre of
Propulsion and Power in Cambridge.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
By highlighting the resources available and showcasing what the
universities are already delivering both individually and as a group of
institutions, this study has revealed a number of opportunities for the
Arc Universities to support sustainable development in the OxfordCambridge Arc. The focus should be on decarbonising air travel.

1. TO
 MAKE BETTER USE OF EXISTING CAPABILITY AND FACILITIES
TO ENABLE A MORE FULLY UTILISED ZERO CARBON AVIATION
RESEARCH SUPPLY CHAIN
The complementary capabilities across the Arc puts
us in a unique position to improve and transform
the overall air transport system, accelerating the
development of hybrid and fully electric aircraft,
and enabling new air mobility solutions. Each
university has significant strengths in addressing
individual challenges of the carbon neutral aviation
and aerospace future advanced systems. This might
be built upon the two leading specialists in the Arc:
Cranfield Global Research Airport and the Whittle

Lab at the University of Cambridge (also founding
members of the UK-ARC).
The Arc Universities should collaborate towards the
development of Digital Twins across the Arc. Their
connectivity will allow the cross-collaboration across
the entire supply chain, including design, analysis,
testing, and production for each of the themes in
Figure 2 (page 17), leveraging the best capabilities for
each of them across the Arc.

2. TO DEVELOP AND AGREE AN ARC ZERO CARBON AVIATION
COLLABORATION STRATEGY
In order to properly foster, develop, and nurture sharing
of research expertise and innovation knowledge, a joint
strategic Zero Carbon Aviation Collaboration Strategy
should be developed across the Arc that defines an
action-plan to develop transformative technologies to
tackle the aviation decarbonisation challenge.
The emphasis should be on future Aviation
technologies that benefit the whole air transport
system, whilst meeting the Government’s Carbon
Neutral commitments.

ARC UNIVERSITIES GROUP

A joint strategic scope should be designed to
encompass air transport as a whole, including
supporting and ancillary capabilities (such as machine
learning and artificial intelligence), cutting across the
aviation vertical.
The strategy should build upon the ethos of
collaboration that exists beyond the universities, in
companies such as Airbus Space and Defence and
MBDA in Stevenage, Hybrid Air Vehicles and Aircraft
Research Association in Bedford, Cranfield Aerospace
Solutions, Marshall Aerospace in Cambridge, Lockheed
Martin in Ampthill, and a range of SMEs.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

3.TO ENCOURAGE THE SETTING UP OF A UK ZERO CARBON AIRPORT
AND AVIATION CENTRE
This would be a high profile project around which
interested universities can collaborate. It would
include features such as: UK drone research centre,
green airport research centre and ‘Akaflieg’ type
centre for electric aircraft design-build-fly; and a
showcase for the future of air mobility for the UK, as
a global innovator in multi-modal future transport
and propulsion and power systems that enhance
connectivity, the natural environment, and healthy
and inclusive communities.
The Zero Carbon Airport and Aviation Centre would
be managed through the network of experts across
the Arc to make the most of new opportunities (for
funding, collaboration on research projects, e.g.
Doctoral Training Partnerships, etc.), share research
knowledge and facilities, especially the research data,
hardware infrastructure, and open resources.
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The partnership should bid on high-profile and largescale programmes of demonstrators of new aircraft
(such as drones and other electric aircraft), new
models of airspace management, new approaches to
ground support infrastructure, and new markets for
aircraft in local areas.
The Centre should aim to revolutionise the way people,
goods, and services fly, positioning the UK as a world
leader in aviation products, skills, and markets that
could be worth over £500bn by 2050.
Cranfield University, with its unique status as a Global
Research Airport, has indicated a willingness to lead
on the development of such a facility.
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For further information, please visit:
arcuniversities.co.uk
Arc Universities Group
University Way, Cranfield
Wharley End, Bedford
MK43 0BT

With thanks to Cranfield University
for supporting this report
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